CFRC Training Area Rules
General Rules (All Properties)
1. Hours are from Sunrise to Sunset for paid Club Members
2. Respect the landowner, respect the land: Pick up after your dog as well as any trash you may find. Pack out your
trash.
3. Close gates (if any) if you are the last person on the property to leave. You may leave gates (if any) open while on
the property.
4. Be a good representative of our sport. Don’t impose on neighbors with excessive nose or abusive behavior. No
harsh hitting, striking, whipping dogs or harsh use of E-collars.
5. Be respectful of landowner and their children; they may come out to watch or simply say hello.
6. 1 Guest is permitted 1 time to join you; repeat guests should be encouraged to join CFRC for regular access.
Ensure your guests observe rules and sign liability waiver before accessing the property. Members of CFRC
members’ households are not considered guests and are covered under member’s liability waiver. Anyone under
18 years must be with immediate family member who has signed a waiver.
7. Observe parking and driving rules for the property.
8. Reporting misuse of the property, violation of ground rules, conflict with others and issues with neighbors, please
document the situation, names of witnesses time and place, license number etc… and report it to the board within
48 hours of the occurrence. The board will use our policies to follow up and investigate the matter.
Tom’s Place Rules
1. Access year round, except NO TRAINING from 1-14 September during dove hunting season.
2. Call 303-227-9815 or email tangeemei@myedl.com before any training with live ammo. Blanks and poppers may
be used without prior notice.
3. Be courteous to other dog trainers; work together with setups or move to another location on the property.
4. Please keep vehicles on the two-track. No driving around over the fields or through the creek bed. Park on
shoulder of two-track -- two-wheels on, two wheels off
Left Hand Lake Rules
1. Access generally early March to 30 Oct each year, Sunrise To Sunset, depending on when lease is signed.
2. Be aware neighbor to west has horses; be aware so as to not startle them.
3. NO LIVE GUNNING WHATSOEVER is permitted.
4. No simulated shooting (poppers, starter pistols, thunderguns) on Sunday before 9 a.m.
5. Park vehicles on southeast side by the entry inside the fence. You may also park on the north east side inside the
fence. Do not park on the county road outside the fence or on the access road to the east of the property. Use the
access road to drive between the southeast and northeast areas to park.
6. Do not drive on peninsulas, the dam, or anywhere other on and off the parking areas. You will be held responsible
for damage to the grounds.
7. If you are in the process of training and other members arrive, you must offer them access to your setup or
complete your work within 30 minutes so they can use the property as well. If other Members want to set up
differently, the member on site first MUST be willing to run the new setup with newly arriving members. This is
a majority vote rule based on the number of Members on site at one time and their decision. Handle this like a
pick up basketball game, finish what you are doing, offer access to the site, and cooperate. Members hoarding the
site will be asked to cooperate or leave the group.
8. Only one setup will be run at one time so all members must run the same set up. Adjustments can be made to the
line for less experienced dogs. The only exception is when all on site are puppy training.
9. CFRC Training Days (announced occasionally on either 1st or 3d Sunday of a given month) take exclusive use of
the property for the club-organized event. You can use the property after the club has left the site.
10. No more than 20 dogs running on the property at a time. To avoid conflict, use the Google Left Hand Lake email
list to communicate when you plan to be on the property. This does not give you exclusive use of the property but
advises other members that more than one user will be on the property at a certain day and time.
11. BEWARE; this is an irrigation supply lake and levels may change from time to time. I can envision times
when it will be too low for canine swimming; there are no guarantees of 100% swimmable waters.
12. Do not remove any water as it is personal property and is owned by the contracted agriculture business.
13. After training, please report water status to the Google Left Hand Lake email list or the CFRC Facebook Group

